
Charge 1 against King George
Assent to Law

He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.

There is a reason why the Forefathers placed the Assent to Law at the top of their grievance list.  They 
had a knack for putting the important stuff first.  Without a fair, strong and valid Legal System no 
nation has a chance at survival.  No grievances can be fairly addressed and Justice for these perceived 
grievances comes on the street level from either criminal elements or other government proxies and 
they always come for anyone who chooses to oppose those in power.  

As with the collapse of the former Soviet Union, many criminal entities were positioned to take over 
the nation with a crime based economy.  This is exactly what the Democrats have done with our 
economy.  I am of the opinion that the success of our economy is directly contingent on how much 
profit can be recouped by our Representatives.  Warren Buffet is considered the guru in market 
investing with a return of about 15% annually.  Nancy Pelosi has only outpaced Warren by about 150%.
The only accurate description of the way our government is currently operated is a RICO Enterprise.

Today, We the People are not able to get strong and effective laws.  If we do get strong laws we have 
been shown repeatedly that those laws only apply to or are misapplied to We the People.  The needs of 
Special Interests and tyrannical minded party loyal politicians have long over ridden the needs of We 
the People with intentional gray areas in laws that employers, businesses and even government use 
against us. 

This all leads to what happened during and after Obama’s tenure; the intentional weaponizing of the 
IRS, DOJ, DOE, Department of Education and the BLM against citizens who spoke against them or 
didn’t comply with their demands.  They used these agencies in a proxy war against us. They targeted 
members of the opposition party who wished to start “Tea Party” groups and PACs.  Citizens forced 
into litigation or incarcerated, spending what they built to defend against baseless charges and 
government overreach.  If we had a fair, just and equal judicial system it would not matter.  As we have
learned from 2010 till now and it will probably persist beyond 2022; our Justice System has been 
corrupted.

The most heinous crimes, crimes against the Country, betrayal of the public trust, are not prosecuted, 
they are encouraged and rewarded with multi million dollar   lifetime   government jobs   with massive   
pensions.  There is a bold faced bureaucratic coup well under way against the choices and needs of We 
the People.  They ignore some law breaking and prosecute others to the fullest extent of the law with 
manufactured evidence and perjury traps.  

General Flynn ended up on a dangerous path when he discovered and challenged Obama on offering 
aid and comfort to Radical Islamic groups that were waging war against our troops and allies around 
the world.  Then he had the audacity to go to work for Trump.  They “adjusted” evidence against him 
and used that evidence to steal every cent of equity he had built in his life.  When the illegal activity 
was discovered and disclosed another problem was manufactured against General Flynn.

The Department of Justice dismissed the charges against him and a Judge decided not to comply and 
attempted to create new charges of Perjury against him even though he only plead guilty because he 
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had run out of funds to continue defending himself against the manufactured charges against him.  He 
had no chance to escape the multiple traps plotted against him because he had first hand knowledge 
against Obama of Treasonous behavior.   He was unable to not run a foul of the law. This prosecution 
method was deemed unconstitutional in the final decision regarding The Marijuana Tax Act.  He lost 
his home and his life savings because of this Malicious Prosecution.  I refer to this practice as Theft of 
Equity.  It is a type of Economic Warfare.  Our government is restricted from waging any form of War 
against We The People due to King George waging all forms of war against our Forefathers.

We found out in March 2015 that Hillary Clinton had received a subpoena for her illegal e-mail server 
but used the demands of the subpoena as a checklist for things to destroy with no investigation of any 
kind.  Mrs. Clinton’s reputation proceeds her and not all of her employees were loyal and some knew to
have insurance.  Huma Abedin had made copies of her server and e-mails that were recovered later on 
Anthony Weiner’s laptop. Not a hint of serious investigation or possible prosecution was ever 
mentioned.  There is a strong opinion held by many that Mrs. Clinton was selling access to her server 
and the classified materials stored on it.  Bill Clinton even met with Loretta Lynch in secret on an 
airfield tarmac to “discuss” Mrs. Clinton’s indiscretions.  I’ll offer no opinion but how did this event go
for the reporter who broke the story?

What was discovered on that laptop?  From an FBI Memo.

We’re seeing city after city putting in extremely liberal Prosecutors and Attorney Generals of blue 
states and cities.  They are blatantly disregarding the crimes of the left and its supporters while over 
prosecuting or manufacturing prosecutions against people who do not support their way of thinking.  
Misdemeanor crimes are being legalized or overlooked.  Thefts, assaults, robberies, car jackings, 
looting and gun related crimes all seeing massive increases in statistics.  Some cities are defunding 
their police even in spite of these dangerous crime numbers and the burning of some towns.  Assent to 
law requires our Elected Officials to not ignore the law.

When an American citizen steps up, runs for office and promises to clean up corruption for real, we 
now see that they will be destroyed by the systematic and abusive misuse of governmental power.  This
imbalance only proves one thing, that they have no valid claim to upholding the law and they can not, 
in good legal conscience, prosecute anyone in the spirit of Equal Protection.

Our tax laws are even worse than our criminal laws.  People lose their homes and end up in massive 
debt due to tax issues.  The people with the biggest voices on the left owe millions combined while 
forcing tax hikes on us.

Our legislators almost entirely slanted the Banking and Insurance Industries against us all.  A hard 
working couple can save for years to buy a house. Then when they get their house, they literally have 
to buy their bank a house in interest before they get $15,000 in equity.  In many blue states, their 
property taxes can be equal to a separate mortgage payment.

Now, we must speak of some Chairman of a Communist party stuff.

I want to address January 6, 2021.  I needed more processing of that day in the context of this writing 
and in legal terms.  I was also looking for some specifics.  I will show the politically motivated denial 
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of these people’s Rights by today’s standard; but its no different than what King George did to our 
Forefathers.

There have been over 700 American Citizens arrested for the January 6th Incident.  There were about 
535 official arrests made.  Many people arrested are still being held in jail and 40 are in solitary 
confinement since their arrests with a lot reporting abuse by their jailers.  Conditions have been 
reported as deplorable and much worse.  Right to free religion has been denied and these American 
dissidents are being abused by other left leaning American Citizens.

I would suspect a lot of the people who have plead guilty did so because they can’t afford the legal 
services needed to stand up to their government who only holds them to keep them off of your 
television.  Nobody arrested has been charged with Insurrection as it has been named.  The majority of 
charges have been misdemeanors.  None arrested had any weapons on their person.  Officer Michael 
Byrd had a weapon that day and he used it to kill an unarmed, female, Unites States Air Force Veteran 
named Ashli Babbitt.  He has not been disciplined, arrested, jailed or even had any interruption to his 
employment status.  Many judges are liberal leaning and have gone out of their way to make the entire 
scenario as horrible as possible for the detainees.

This is not a minor incident.  It is the kind of thing that must not be left to stand.  Only problem is a 
large number of our Congress members and Senators are selling it as an Insurrection by unarmed 
citizens because they’re complicit in the massive 2020 election fraud the detainees were protesting.  
Numerous reports are out there that the 20 unindicted co-conspirators were actually FBI personnel 
instigating violence while dressing as Trump Supporters.  Our government has clearly declared 
themselves Superior to the people in all cases.

These fore mentioned incidents always lead down a desperate and dastardly path.  See, everyone seems
to forget the entire path to dictatorship or tyrannical leadership.  Once power is amassed, knowing it is 
usually done illegally or under a mass assault of misinformation, the paranoia kicks in.  Anyone who 
came to the tyrants side by crossing the tyrant’s enemies will not be trusted.  Their Treason against the 
tyrant ‘s enemies will become suspicion of them doing the same thing to him regardless of their 
standing.  Their promised seat at the table shall be denied.  They lose faith and trust in their closest 
allies anytime their ideas are rebuked.  This is the simple physics of a tyrants mind.  

Now, back to that path I mentioned.  It ended at the gates of Mar-A-Lago on August 8th, 2022.  There is 
nothing more tyrannical than using government entities to intimidate, threaten or silence anyone who 
speaks against them.  If not checked emphatically, its the final nail in the coffin of Assent to and Rule 
of Law.  Any one of us could be next with no recourse but to go broke fighting a government 
weaponizing your tax dollars against you.  

You either stand now or become the marked opposition to tyranny… That always turns out well.
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